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INTRODUCTION 

High explosive pulsed power (HEPP) systems are capable of generating very high energies in magnetic fields. Such 
stored energy is usually developed on time scales of a few tens or hundreds of microseconds. Many applications 
require shorter pulses and opening switches provide one way to use the large energy available for faster applica- 
tions. With current flowing in an inductive circuit, introducing resistance produces voltage that can be used to drive 
current into a load. For an opening switch with a fast rising resistance, the load current rise time is determined by 
the R/L time constant of the circuit. A significant fraction of the circuit energy must be dissipated in the process, 
and in applications where very large energies must be dealt with only a few types of switches can be used. Experi- 
ments with high explosive driven opening switches have produced a few switches that can carry tens of MA current, 
and open on the time scale of one or a few ps.’ We have specialized in a type of switch that we call an explosively 
formed fuse (EFF), and the use of this switch in the 18 MJ Procyon system2 is the subject of this paper. Operation 
of the EFF switch at levels of -3 TW for 2ps has become routine, and we will describe its characteristics and give 
data from a number of tests. 

,” 

EFF HYDRODYNAMICS 

The fundamental operating principles of EFF’s have a strong dependence on hydrodynamics. Pressure from high 
explosives (HE) is used to drive the switch conductor into a forming die. Some segments of the conductor are 
stretched into very thin cross sections, and these fuse from Ohmic heating. In our fastest switches, we place the 
switch conductor in contact with HE, and only the mass of the conductor is driven by the HE. We optimized such a 
design for our Laguna system, and have published the relevant hydrodynamic code calculation several times. This 
calculation is shown if Fig. 1. For Procyon we designed a switch that actuates more slowly in order to keep the 
transmission line voltages manageable. In addition, we determined that we could operate EFF‘s in a more efficient 
geometry and the resulting configuration (slower and more efficient) is shown in Fig. 2. By comparing the fig- 
ures, we can see the difference in the extrusion speed of the switch. At the same linear current density (current per 
circumference of the switch), we would expect the switch resistance to increase proportionally more slowly. Since 
the current density in Procyon tests is twice that of Laguna, the resistance risetime is comparable. 

3 
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INDUCTANCE EFFECTS 

Figure 2 also helps us in understanding some aspects of our dynamic inductances. As discussed in Ref. 2, (this con- 
ference), the storage inductance can be taken to be -73 nH if considered between and points out times before EFF 
motion begins and after store and load current equilibrate. However, we must then consider load inductance to be 
reduced by -8.5 nH. In the figure, we see that the inner and outer radii of the storage inductor are 17.2 and 
22.3 cm respectively. By the time all flux has flowed through the EFF (inner wall of the storage inductor), the out- 
put conductor surface has moved to 17.3 cm radius. Thus, all the flux that once was between 17.2 and 22.3 cm is 
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Fig. 1. EFF configuration optimized for the Laguna sys- 
tem. This is our fastest EFF, in which the conductor is 
driven into the forming die directly by the explosive. 
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Fig. 2. 2D Hydrodynamic code calculations of the Procyon EFF. The switch is cylindrical, and dimensions are 
given from the axial centerline. A is the output conductor (aluminum). B is Teflon transmission line insulation. C 
is the active switch conductor (aluminum). D is air and E is the Teflon forming die. If we take current flowing to 
the left in C, then it flows to the right in the outer wall (out of the frame to the top). As current begins to flow to the 
load, it also flows to the left in A. HE detonated at -5 cm intervals on axis fills the volume from centerline to the 
inner wail of A. The times for each frame are given in relation to a typical Procyon experiment. 349.6 is the time 
that the switch conductor begins to move. Comparing this calculation to Fig. 1 shows that it takes the Procyon 
switch -4 ps to reach the same condition that the Fig. 1 calculation reaches in 2.5 ps. The outer conductor wall is 
at 22.3 cm radius for all times, but the wall of conductor A moves from 16.4 to 17.3 cm in the 6 ps shown. As a 
result, all of the volume initially occupied by the output insulator is removed from the circuit. 



now between 17.3 and 22.3 cm, and all of the volume initially attributed to the transmission line is now removed 
from the circuit over a length of -78 cm. The total inductance of the circuit that would have been 48.1 nH is actu- 
ally 39.6 nH, a reduction of 8.5 nH. Thus, we can use 73 nH as an accurate value for storage inductors for experi- 
ments of similar duration, but we must remember to reduce the value of our load static inductance by 8.5 nH to ac- 
curately calculate expected current transfer. 

RESISTANCE DETERMINATION 

In earlier publications5, computations of EFF resistance used the results of end point inductance determinations and 
ignored all dynamics. As we have done progressively better analysis, we have performed more tedious estimates of 
dynamic effects. The circuit for evaluating Procyon electrical data is given in Figure 3. Until the load isolation 
switch closes, we have a direct measurement of the voltage across the EFF (VEFF). After that t h e  (which includes 
most of the time of interest), we must infer all information from Faraday rotation and Rogowski sensor data that 
provide I and dVdt ( I ) in the storage inductor and the load. We have two loop equations to work with and the fact 
that the EFF current is the difference between storage and load currents. That is: 

We directly measure I sTo, I LOAD, IsTo, and ILOAD, and have estimates for inductances based on end point analysis. 
Further, we can get an initial estimate for L sTo in a variety of ways. Finally, L LOAD can be estimated in some cir- 
cumstances. When all inductances are correctly specified, VEFF will be the same when calculated from both loop 
equations. 

Fig. 3 .  Circuit for evaluating EFF performance from 
electrical data. L,, and L,, both have time varia- 
tions due to explosives defects, and REFF is the parame- 
ter we must evaluate. 



The approach to determine REFF that we describe here consists of using data from one test to determine time varying 
functions for L sTo and LS,, then applying those functions to all other tests. The implicit assumption is that the 
dynamics of the storage inductor, while difficult to predict, are reproducible from test to test. Conversely, some 
loads can never be specified, but can be determined if we know LsT0 and L STo. The data we used is for a test on 
which the PFS began to switch, then restruct. We initially chose a constant value for the load inductance and began 
to manipulate the values for Eq. 1 to match the results fkom Eq. 2 with L = 0. Ultimately, we were forced to 
fabricate a time varying function for load L and L . Figures 4 and 5 show the final forms of our contrived func- 
tions, and Fig. 6 the degree of agreement between V E F F  calculations for both loop equations. Figure 7 shows I,,, 
for this test and Fig. 8 shows R E F F  curves that result when both curves in Fig. 6 are divided by IEFP Figure 7 shows 
the resistances obtained for all PFS tests using the functions above in the LSTO loop equation on each test, and Fig- 
ure 10 is an average of those curves that can be used for predictive capability. Figure 1 1 shows the results for direct 
drive tests. There is a consistent difference between the PFS and direct drive results that can be seen in Fig. 12, and 
we assume that this is due to the larger initial inductance of the direct drive tests. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Based on the performance of a total of nine experiments, we have developed confidence in the consistent perform- 
ance of our system. Analysis of four PFS and three direct drive tests leads to a good understanding of the dynamics 
of the system, and allows us to apply system parameters to the analysis of an unknown load. The Procyon EFF re- 
sistance increases fast enough to drive -15 MA pulses into -30 nH loads with a 10-90% rise time of <2 ps. To do 
this requires a large energy dissipation, and the energy dissipated for a typical test, and the resulting power curve, is 
given in Fig. 13. 
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Fig. 4. Derived functions for i and LLOA, for a test on 
which the load was a PFS which started to switch then 
restruck. The advantage of using the data from this test 
to evaluate Ls, is that relatively small changes oc- 
curred in the load as compared to successful PFS tests 
in which the change in LLOAD is 7 nH even switching 
into a dummy load. The initial value of 30 nH is a few 
nH higher than we initially estimated. We iterated be- 
tween varying load and store curves to yield the set of 
curves that made the most physical sense. 
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Fig. 5. Derived functions for L and L, for the same 
test in Fig. 4. The initial value of 2.5 m a  is directly 
determined from data, and turns on at 349.6 ps. The 
justification for the drop is that the bulk of the mass 
slows down as it hits the solid part of the forming die, 
as can be seen in Fig. 2. The initial value of 65 nH is 
the result of starting from -73 nH at 349.6 and subtract- 
ing the constant 2.5 nWps (mQ) until the time shown. 
These curves are subsequently applied to the analysis of 
other Procyon tests. 
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Fig. 6.  Comparison of VEFF fkom the two loop equations 
(A-Store, ELoad)  produced by the curves in Fig. 4 
and 5 .  We believe the small perturbation on B at - 355.2 
is due to the load, and we did not make the very small 
change necessary to smooth it because our purpose was to 
obtain values for LSTO. 

Fig. 7. I,,, for the same test as Fig. 6. This is a typical 
result for PFS tests. For direct drive tests the difference 
remains larger for times of interest. 
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Fig. 9 Resistances for all PFS tests. Late time effects are 
likely due to the fact that IEFF gets small and is very sen- 
sitive to small errors in I,, and I,,,. Fig. 8. Results of obtaining REFF from the two voltage 

curves in Fig.6 by dividing by IEFF. We believe the 
smooth curve is most realistic. 
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Fig 11. REFF for three direct drive tests. In each test the 
data becomes suspect at some time during the pinch- 
induced voltage spike. We have restricted these curves to 
the part we think is valid. Unfortunately, the effect tends 
to mask the effect the back voltage has on REFp 
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Fig. 10. Average value for REF, for PFS tests. 
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Fig. 12. RmF from one PFS and one direct drive test 
showing what is a consistent difference between the 
curves for the two types of loads. The PFS load is ini- 
tially smaller inductance, which probably leads to this 
difference. 

Fig. 13. Dissipation curves for a typical Procyon test. 
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